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recent MSIS neutral atmosphere model (N 2 , O 2 , 0, He), and the
adoption of the Engebretson et al. [1977] atomic nitrogen model.
Also, our theoretical model was improved by including N+ and
He+ in addition to the ions NO+, O2 +, N 2 +, and 0+.
In parallel with the improvement of our high-latitude
ionospheric-atmospherioc model, we developed a simple model
of high-latitude plasma convection [Sojka et al., 1979a, b; 1980a,
b]. The convection model, which is based on the work of Volland
[1978], includes the offset between the geographic and
geomagnetic poles, the tendency of plasma to corotate about the
geographic pole, and a dawn/dusk magnetospheric electric field
mapped to a circular region in the ionosphere about a center offset by 5° in the anti sunward direction from the magnetic pole
[Meng et al., 1977]. This simple convection model led to a
number of important conclusions: (1) The plasma convection
pattern observed either by satellites or from the ground shows a
UT dependence because of the motion of the geomagnetic pole
about the geographic pole; (2) The UT variation of the plasma
flow pattern occurs on a time . scale that is comparable to
satellite orbital periods, and that is much less than typical
plasma convection flow times over the polar cap; (3) In the
geographic inertial frame, the main region of very low speed
flow is not centered at 1800 local time (LT) but moves from
about 1300 to 2300 LT during the course of a day; (4) In the
geographic inertial frame, a throatlike feature appears at certain
universal times due to the relative motion of the geographic and
geomagnetic poles; and (5) For magnetospheric cross-tail potentials typical of quiet conditions, a region of low-speed flow
appears in the dawn polar cap sector; this feature is also UT
dependent.
In order to determine the extent to which the simple convection model could account for specific observations, plasma convection patterns predicted by the model were compared with
those observed concurrently at Chatanika, Alaska, and
Millstone Hill, Massachusetts [Sojka et al., 1980a). These two
incoherent scatter facilities operated over the same period of
four days in June 1978 and provided data sets that were averaged to 24 hours in order to minimize the effects of individual
substorms. The two radar facilities observed different diurnal
patterns of horizontal plasma convection velocities even though
the measurements covered approximately the same range of
magnetic latitudes, a feature predicted by the convection model.
In general there was good agreement between the convection
model and the different diurnal patterns observed at Chatanika
and Millstone Hill.
Encouraged by the good agreement between the predictions
of the plasma convection model and measurements we combined
the convection and ionospheric-atmospheric models in order to
study the high-latitude winter F region at solar minimum for
low magnetic activity. Our numerical study produced time
dependent, three-dimensional ion density distributions for the
ions NO+, O2+, N 2+, 0+, N+, and He+. We covered the highlatitude ionosphere above 54° N magnetic latitude and at
altitudes between about 160 and 800 km for one complete day.
The main result we obtained was that high-latitude ionospheric
features, such as the 'main trough,' the 'ionization hole,' the
'tongue of ionization,' the 'aurorally produced ionization peaks,'
and the 'universal time (UT) effects,' are a natural consequence
of the competition between the various chemical and transport
processes mentioned above.
It should be noted that there were two previous model
studies of the high-latitude ionosphere [Knudsen, 1974;

Abstract. We combined a simple plasma convection model

.th8n ionospheric-atmospheric composition model in order to

~dY the high-latitude winter F region at solar minimum for
loW magnetic activity. Our numerical study produced time
dependent three-dimensional ion density distributions for the
ionS NO+: 0,+, N 2 +, 0+, N+, and He+. We covered the highlatitude ionosphere above 54°N magnetic latitude and at
altitudes between 160 and 800 km for a time period of one completA! day. The main result we obtained was that high-latitude
ionOSpheric features, such as the 'main trough,' the 'ionization
bole,' the 'tongue of ionization,' the 'aurorally produced ionization peaks,' and the 'universal time effects,' are a natural consequence of the competition between the various chemical and
tranSport processes known to be operating in the high-latitude
ionosphere. In addition, we found that (1) the F region peak electron density at a given location and local time can vary by more
than an order of magnitude, owing to the UT effect that results
from the displacement between the geomagnetic and geographic
poles; (2) a wide range of ion compositions can occur in the polar
F region at different locations and times; (3) the minimum value
for the electron density in the main trough is sensitive to nocturnal maintenance processes; (4) the depth and longitudinal extent
of the main trough exhibit a significant UT dependence; (5) the
way the auroral oval is positioned relative to the plasma convection pattern has an appreciable effect on the magnetic local time
8ltent of the main trough; (6) the spatial extent, depth, and location of the polar ionization hole are UT dependent; (7) the level
of ion production in the morning sector of the auroral oval has
an appreciable effect on the location and spatial extent of the
polar ionization hole; and (8) in the polar hole the F region peak
electron density is below 300 km, and at 300 km, diffusion is a
very important process for both 0+ and NO+. Contrary to the
suggestion based on an analysis of AE-C satellite data obtained
in the polar hole that the concentration of NO+ ions is chemically controlled, we find diffusion to be the dominant process at
3OOkm.
1. Introduction
Over the last several years we developed a theoretical model
of the convecting high-latitude ionosphere in order to determine

the extent to which various chemical and transport processes
aff~t the ion composition and electron density in both the
::nut and dark hemispheres )Banks et al., 1974; Schunk and
l~s, 1975; Schunk et al., 1975, 1976; Schunk and Raitt,
KnSO). From these studies, as well as those by Knudsen )1974),
B .udsen et a1. )1977], Spiro et al. )1978], Watkins )1978), and
i nnton et al. )1978), it is apparent that the high-latitude
~:s~here can, by varying de~ees, be influenced by solar EUV
III a~o~, energetic particle precipitation, diffusion, therenosp enc winds, electrodynamic drifts, polar wind escape,
gy dependent chemical reactions, and magnetic storm
u~ neutral composition changes.
Un n OUr most recent study [Schunk and Raitt, 1980), we
~:oved our high-latitude ionospheric-atmospheric model so
leti ~e coul~ study the solar cycle, seasonal, and geomagnetic
UnpVI Y VarIations of the daytime high-latitude F layer. The
ratero~~ments included updating the various chemical reaction
the ~t e adoption of the latest solar EUV fluxes measured by
mosphere Explorer satellites, the adoption of the most
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Knudsen et al., 1977; Watkins, 1978]. Knudsen, using an early
version of our ionospheric-atmospheric model and his own convection model, showed that anti sunward plasma convection
over the polar cap could produce a tongue of ionization and that
the main trough could result from ordinary ionic recombination
in combination with long decay times. Watkins [1978] developed
a numerical model of the electron density at 300 km over the
polar region and studied the extent to which seasonal variations
and changes in the convection pattern affect the electron density. In addition, Watkins showed that the UT response of the
ionosphere produces large diurnal changes in both the polar cap
densities and the trough morphology.
Although the numerical models used by Knudsen et al.
[1977] and Watkins [1978] were useful in displaying some of the
gross features associated with plasma convection, the predictions they produced with regard to the detailed structure of the
high-latitude ionosphere are not reliable because of the limitations associated with the models. In particular, Knudsen et al.
[1977] ignored the displacement between the geomagnetic and
geographic poles and hence did not take account of the large UT
effect on ionospheric densities, while Watkins [1978] did not
rigorously take account of vertical diffusion. Also, in both
studies the plasma trajectories were traversed just once or
twice, whereas reliable ion densities are obtained only if all of
the plasma trajectories are followed many times, starting at different universal times.
2. Dynamic High-Latitude Ionosphere Model
As was noted earlier, our dynamic high-latitude ionosphere
model was obtained by combining our time dependent
atmosphere-ionosphere density model and our plasma convection model. Our atmosphere-ionosphere density model has
recently been updated and extended; the details of the model,
including ion chemistry and transport equations, are given by
Schunk and Raitt [1980] and are not repeated here. In a typical
calculation a magnetic field tube of plasma is followed as it
moves along a convection trajectory through a corotating
neutral atmosphere. Altitude profiles of the ion densities are
obtained by solving the appropriate ion continuity, momentum,
and energy equations, including numerous high-latitude processes [ef. Schunk et al., 1975, 1976; Schunk and Raitt, 1980].
Our convection model includes the offset between the
geographic and geomagnetic poles, the tendency of plasma to
corotate about the geographic pole, and a dawn/dusk
magnetospheric electric field mapped to a circular region in the
ionosphere about a center offset by 5° in the antisunward direction from the magnetic pole. The radius of the circle corresponds
to 17° of latitude and the electric potentials are aligned parallel
to the noon/midnight meridian within the circular region.
Equatorward of the circle the potential diminishes radially and
varies inversely as the fourth power of sine magnetic colatitude.
Further details of our convection model are given by Sojka et al.
[1979a, 1980a].
The two models described above were run sequentially for
each of 23 selected plasma convection trajectories. These 23 trajectories were chosen to give a uniform coverage in the MLT
frame, where they are UT independent. For each of the trajectories the convection model produced a data set containing the
following parameters at regular spatial steps around the trajectory: geographic location, convection velocity, up/down induced
drift, solar zenith angle, inside/outside auroral oval, dip angle,
and universal time. Each trajectory was repeated a total of 12
times starting at two hourly UT intervals to obtain the required
UT coverage. This data set was then used as an input to the ion
density model. At the start of each trajectory the ion density
model computed the steady state density profiles; for all subsequent steps the 'real time' parameter was used to recompute the
composition, taking into account all of the parameters described
above. Since most of the trajectories could be started near noon,
in sunlight, the steady state starting profiles were found to be

consistent with the time dependent results. Densities for
0,+, 0+, N 2+, and N+ were stored at 20-km
between 160 and 800 km for each step. Upon cOIlDP14!ttln...!
these 23 trajectory runs, each for 12 UT start times, a
data base representing the time-dependent polar ionOSPhere
been created.
The time-dependent polar ionosphere studied in this
had been selected to highlight the universal time
inferred in our previous convection studies. By choosinc
magnetic activity conditions, and consequently, a
magnetospheric cross-tail potential (20 k V) we minimized
transient sub storm effects that are associated with more
conditions. In addition, we decided to model the northern
ionosphere in winter at solar minimum. This choice was
because of the availability of satellite data [Brinton et al.,
and because ion density depletions are known to occur in
regions of the high-latitude ionosphere for these conditioDl.
In the paragraphs that follow we describe some of
parameters that were adopted for our study and we
discuss the sensitivity of the F region ionization for p8.1. . . .
that are not well known.
Plasma Convection
A magnetospheric cross-tail electric potential of 20 kV
selected to represent quiet magnetic activity. Figure 1
convection trajectories in the magnetic OUlIlSl··mf!rtJ..aJ
Magnetic longitude is shown by tick marks at 1
around the outer circle, which represents a magnetic
50°. In addition, the key MLT values are shown. The
circles represent magnetic latitudes at 10° intervals from
80°. Field tubes of plasma following trajectories 1 and 2
tially corotate, hence they take 24 hours to convect
jectories 3 and 4 pass near a stagnation region situated
latitude and 20 MLT, and consequently, plasma field
following these trajectories take over one day to convect
("'1 1/3 days). Field tubes of plasma following the trajia~
that cross the polar cap region (7 and 8) take from 113 to
while those following the trajectory 10 take about one
convect around.
The Quiet Time Auroral Oval
The widely different convection times together with
time dependence of the terminator position in the
frame are the source of the UT dependence that our
dimensional composition model will display. Figure 2
how the terminator, auroral oval, and plasma convection
I2MLT

18

08

24MLT

Fig. 1. Plasma drift trajectories over the polar cap viewed
magnetic quasi-inertial frame. These trajectories
calculated with allowance for corotation and a m13lgnletc)SP~
electric field with a total cross-tail potential of 20 kV.
latitude is represented by circles at 10° intervals and
longitude is represented by tick marks along these circles.
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are coupled. A trajectory that passes near the stagnation

to~ n was selected as a test trajectory. The terminator at one

regIt~cular UT is shown; in one day the terminator moves a total
~2~o as the magnetic pole rotates about the geographic pole.
o 's shown in Figure 2, most of the polar cap is in darkness.

As 1auroral oval, however, is a source of ionization in the dark
~:Usphere. For our calculations we selected the quiet time oval
f Feldstein and Starkov [1967J. For the UT shown the test tra? tory lies in t he dark hemisphere; however, it does enter the
Jf!C ning sector oval. This test trajectory was used to study the
eV~itivity of t he F region ionization to some of our adopted
~ameters and the results are discussed below.
~oral and

11977J.

Our auroral oval production rates were also taken from
Knudsen et al. [1 977J. These production rates, which are shown
in Figure 3, correspond to moderately active evening sector
precipitation. Although these auroral production rates are
appropriate only for the evening sector, we adopted them for the
entire auroral oval. In regions where softer precipitation is present, the altitude variation of the production rates may be different from that shown in Figure 3. However, there is a problem
with obtaining reliable auroral oval production rates because
the particle precipitation is highly time dependent and because
the oval location is known only statistically. Therefore, in this
study we did not attempt to obtain rigorous auroral ion production rates at all local time sectors; instead, we adopted
reasonable ion production rates so that we could determine the
extent to which this mechanism affects ionospheric densities.
However, we also varied both the magnitudes of the ion production rates and the location of the oval to test the sensitivity of
our results to these parameters.
Ion and Electron Temperature Profiles
The ion and electron temperatures affect the ion densities
through temperature dependent chemical reaction rates and difTEST
TRAJEC TORY
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The loca tion of a northern hemisphere, quiet time

Uneo~a oval in t he magnetic quasi-inertial frame. The dashed
rtlai I~ the test trajectory that was used to study nighttime
are ~ dinance processes; the step numbers around the trajectory
10Ca~ cated by dots at every fifth step. The solid line shows the
Ion of the winter terminator at one universal time.
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Resonantly Scattered Radiation Production

In addition to ion production due to EUV radiation, we also
considered auroral particle precipitation and resonantly scattered radiation as sources of ionization. The production due to
resonantly scattered radiation is small in comparison with that
due to auroral precipitation and direct EUV radiation, and
therefore it only affects the F layer in the dark hemisphere outside the auroral zone. The resonantly scattered radiation production rate profiles for 0+, N 2+, and O 2 + that we adopted are
shown in Figure 3; these profiles were taken from Knudsen et al.
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Fig. 3. Adopted ion production rates versus altitude for (top
panel) auroral particle precipitation and for (bottom panel)
resonantly scattered solar radiation.

fusion coefficients [ef. Schunk and Raitt, 1980J. In our model
calculations we did not solve the electron energy balance equation to obtain electron temperatures; instead, we adopted different profiles for different regions of the high-latitude
ionosphere. The different regions we considered were the auroral
oval and the sunlit and dark hemispheres. The adopted electron
temperature profiles for these regions are shown in Figure 4.
The daytime and nighttime profiles were taken from Roble
[1975J, while the auroral oval profile was taken from Roble and
Rees [1977J.
With regard to the ion temperature, we solved the ion
energy balance equation, including coupling to the neutrals and
frictional (Joule) heating. Since ion thermal conduction and
coupling to the electrons were ignored, the resulting ion
temperatures are valid only below about 300-500 km, depending
on ionospheric conditions. Therefore, to obtain a better ion
temperature profile at high altitudes, we adopted a specific
'shape' for the profile above 300 km and tied it to the calculated
ion temperature at 300 km. This procedure allowed us to take
account of the important effect that electric field induced frictional heating has on the ion temperature. When frictional
heating is small the ion temperature at 300 km is essentially
tied to the neutral temperature. Figure 4 shows representative
daytime and nighttime ion temperatures for this latter case.
Nocturnal Maintenance Processes
The depth of the 'main trough' or 'polar hole' may well
depend on nocturnal maintenance processes, such as downward
diffusion of ionization from high altitudes, production due to
resonantly scattered radiation, production due to weak particle
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Plate 1. 0+ density contours at 300 km in the magnetic quasi-inertial frame for two universal times. The location of
the geographic pole at these universal times is shown by a cross. Note that the density contours cover three orders of
magnitude.
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Fig. 4. Adopted ion and electron temperature profiles. Three fixed electron temperature profiles were adopted,
depending on whether the plasma is in sunlight, darkness, or the auroral oval. The ion temperature profile has a
fixed shape above 300 km but is tied to a solution of the ion energy equation below this altitude.

precipitation. and induced upward ionization drifts due to thermospheric winds. Since some of these processes cannot be
rigorously accounted for in our model at this time, we studied
the extent to which they could affect our results.
To study the effect of nocturnal maintenance processes, we
calculated ion densities along the test trajectory shown in
Figure 2 for four cases, each one including a different
maintenance process. The density calculations were started at
local noon, where the field tube of plasma is near the terminator.
As the plasma convects around the nightside, it decays owing to
the lack of photoionization. In this region the plasma tends to
be maintained by downward diffusion from high altitudes as
well as some of the other maintenance processes. As time progresses the field tube enters a stagnation region near 19 MLT
and then convects back toward the sunlit hemisphere. entering
the auroral oval. The field tube again changes direction near 18
MLT and remains in the oval, where particle precipitation acts
as an ionization source. The field tube leaves the oval at about
local magnetic midnight and then essentially corotates around
toward local noon. A complete traversal of the test trajectory
takes more than a day ("-'28 hours). On returning to local
magnetic noon, the solar zenith angle is not the same as it was
when the plasma started following the convection path because
the relative orientation of the geomagnetic and geographic poles
has changed owing to the 4 hour difference between the convection time and the corotation time (a DT effect).
Figure 5 shows the 0+ density at 300 km for two successive
traversals of the test trajectory. The four curves shown correspond to the effect of different nocturnal maintenance processes. For all four cases the auroral ionization rates shown in
the top half of Figure 3 were not included, and consequently,
when the plasma was in darkness only the maintenance process
considered opposed the decay of the F layer. The top panel of
Figure 5 shows how the solar zenith angle varied along the trajectory. The four maintenance processes considered are (1) production due to resonantly scattered radiation as given in the
bottom panel of Figure 3 (solid curve), (2) production due to
resonantly scattered radiation but with the production rates in
the bottom panel of Figure 3 multiplied by a factor of 10 (dashed
curve), (3) production due to a small flux of precipitating particles, with the exact production rates obtained by multiplying
the auroral rates shown in the top panel of Figure 3 by 0.01
(solid dotted curve), and (4) a neutral wind induced upward
ionization drift of 30 m s-l (dot-dashed curve).
A feature that is clearly evident in all four cases is the
universal time dependence of the photoionization process, which
can be s~en by comparing the first and second traversals of the

test trajectory. In particular, the 0+ density at 12 MLT can
vary by more than a factor of 5 from one day to the next. Also.
at 19 MLT the field tube of plasma does not come back into
sunlight on the first day, whereas on the second day the plasma
on this part of the trajectory is sunlit. Another feature shown in
Figure 5 is the convergence of the results of the different
maintenance processes to the same density at local noon. This
validates our assumption that each of our trajectories can be
started from a noon steady state ion density profile.
With regard to the effect of the maintenance processes, ion
production due to resonantly scattered radiation, as given in
Figure 3, can maintain 0+ densities at 300 km at about 5 x 102
cm- 3 . If the resonantly scattered radiation production rates an
multiplied by a factor of 10, there is a corresponding increase in
the nocturnal 0+ densities. It is doubtful that our resonantly
scattered radiation production rates are uncertain by such •
large factor. However, it is also clear that an uncertainty in
these rates of from 50 to 100% will have an appreciable impact
on predicted trough densities.
As noted earlier the field tube of plasma enters the auroral
oval and stagnates at about 19 MLT. The plasma then remaiDI
in the oval until about 1 MLT. For one of our cases we assumed
that the ionospheric plasma was subjected to particle precipitation while it was in the oval, but the ion production rates were
assumed to be only 1 % of the normal auroral ionization rates
given in Figure 3. With this production level, nocturnal 0+ de
sities can be maintained at about 6 x 10 3 cm -3 in the region of
precipitation. Therefore. a small flux of 'hard' precipitating ~
ticles can appreciably affect trough densities.
In the region of the main trough, which is situated j~
equatorward of the nocturnal auroral oval, the thermospherIC
wind generally blows from the pole toward the equator. Such.
wind acts to raise the F layer ionization to higher altitudel
where recombination rates are slower. To determine the ex-'
to which this maintenance process can affect trough densities.
we subjected the decaying plasma to a constant upward io~
tion drift of 30 m s -1 as it traversed the test trajectory. WIth
this upward drift the 0+ density at 300 km was maintainedata
level greater than 103 cm- 3 . Therefore, as was found for
other maintenance processes, a small upward ionization drift
can appreciably affect trough densities.
Satellite measurements indicate that in the main trough ~
0+ density at 300 km generally is greater than 103 cIIl •
However, if resonantly scattered radiation is considered a8::
only nocturnal maintenance process, the 0+ density at 300tbII'
decreases to about 5 x 10 2 cm- 3 . This suggests that 0
maintenance processes are operating in the main trough in adeli-
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Fig. 5. 0+ density at 300 km versus magnetic local time as the plasma follows the test trajectory. Four different
cases are shown to display the effect of different nighttime maintenance processes, including resonantly scattered
radiation, an enhancement by a factor of 10 in resonantly scattered radiation, weak particle precipitation, and an
induced upward plasma drift. The top panel shows when the plasma is in sunlight.
tion to resonantly scattered radiation. From the above discus·
sion it is apparent that there are several processes that are
capable of maintaining the 0+ density at the 103 cm -3 level.
Therefore, to simulate their effect we increased the resonantly
scattered radiation production rates shown in Figure 3 by a fac·
tor of 4 in the region of the main trough. However, except for
the main trough and the auroral oval, only resonantly scattered
radiation was considered as a maintenance process for the other
regions of the dark hemisphere.
3. High·Latitude Ionospheric Structure
Computational Details
The plasma convection model and the ionospheric composition model described above were combined to generate altitude
profiles of the various ionic species from 160 to 800 km over the
general area poleward of 54° magnetic latitude, covering all local
times and all universal times. The neutral atmosphere used in
the computations corresponded to the following conditions:
solar minimum, northern hemisphere, winter, and low magnetic
activity. The cross-tail magnetospheric potential was chosen to
be 20 kV to be consistent with the low magnetic activity
parameter used in the MSIS neutral atmospheric model.
In order to obtain adequate coverage in three-dimensional
space and in universal time, the region of computation was
divided up as follows. The altitude profiles consisted of ion densities computed every 4 km from 160 km to 800 km. Twentythree drift trajectories were chosen to give adequate spatial
CO~erage over the high-latitude region, and each of the trajectones was traversed 12 times, corresponding to 12 different UT
starting times that were separated by 2 hours. As the plasma
COnvected around its trajectory, universal time was allowed to
~ogress correctly, as determined by the changing velocity of
eplasma at different trajectory locations.
teaEach traversal of a trajectory was started by first obtaining
~ dy ~tate ion density profiles at local noon. Tests on the
teacuIatlOns showed that it was a valid assumption to use
: dy state profiles computed at local noon as a starting point
;r the time dependent solution. The time dependent program
r as then allowed to step around the trajectory for a period that
anged from 112 to 1 113 days. The traversal of the nearly cir~ cOrotation drift trajectories took about 1 day, while the
~~ersal of the trajectories that pass near the stagnation region
about 1 113 days (see Figure 1). The time for traversing a

typical small inner trajectory was about 112 day. Along each trajectory the spatial step size for saving density profiles was
determined by the condition that adjacent profiles were
separated by 5 to 15 min of magnetic local time, depending on
the horizontal structure. There were about 200 steps around a
typical trajectory. However, in order to get better numerical
time derivatives for the solution of the ion density equations,
each spatial step along the trajectory was further divided into
five minor steps, bJlt only the density profiles from the fifth step
were preserved.
The net results of the computations consisted of a data base
containing about 22,000 altitude profiles for each of the six ion
species considered. The altitude profiles were distributed in
magnetic latitude, MLT, and universal time. For convenience of
presentation, these three parameters were divided into bins; the
bin sizes were 3° for magnetic latitude, 1 hour for MLT, and 2
hours for UT. Because of the initial trajectory selection, the
coverage in these bins was uniform. However, owing to the
displacement between the geomagnetic and geographic poles,
the coverage in the geographic inertial frame (GEl frame) was
not identical to that in the magnetic frame. Figure 6 shows the
locations of the ion density profiles in the GEl frame for 1 of the
12 UT bins. The coverage in the GEl frame is non symmetric
about the pole, but otherwise the coverage is fairly uniform.
This coverage was sufficient to enable us to map the ionospheric
composition as functions of latitude, local time, altitude, and
universal time in either the magnetic or GEl coordinate system
and thereby to study the gross features of the high-latitude
ionosphere.
UT Effect on the 0+ Density
A convenient way to display the UT variation of the highlatitude ionosphere is by the use of contour plots of ion density
at fixed altitudes. However, before we constructed contour plots
for a specific ion species, we calculated average ion density profiles for each magnetic latitude - MLT-UT bin; a typical bin contained seven profiles for each ion species. Plate 1 shows the
resulting contours of the 0+ density at 300 km for the
0400-0600 hour and 1600-1800 hour UT ranges. These two UT
ranges were selected because they correspond to the maximum
noon-midnight displacement of the geographic pole in the MLT
frame. In Plate 1 the location of the geographic pole at the middle of the UT range is shown by a cross. The dynamic range of
densities covered in Plate 1 is about three orders of magnitude,
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because between 1600-1800 UT the terminator is at its cl
distance to the magnetic pole.
Inside the auroral oval the plasma density shows very littlt
dependence on either UT or MLT. This results becauae .L.
plasma convection speed is low enough for the 0+ dell8i .....
adjust to auroral production and because our auroral produ:':
rates were assumed to be independent of MLT. The ad....
auroral ~roduction rates produce a peak 0+ density of a
106 cm- 3 near noon local time. This level of auroral productiaa
is clearly too large for the noon sector, especially for . .
magnetic activity. However, the effect of these high auroralJlle.
duction rates will be contrasted with the effect of a Purely t1r
dependent production source in a later section of the paper.
Over the polar cap the density contours radiate from a PGiIIt
on the poleward edge of the oval at dawn. This effect is due to
the relative convection speeds across the polar cap; the traj..,.
tories near this point take one day to circulate, whereas thoea
furthest away take only half a day to complete a loop. There . .
a few trajectories (cf. trajectory 10 in Figure 1) that do not . . .
the oval and are therefore independent of the oval.
quently, in this region (violet color) the plasma densities below
103 cm -3 show the most variation between the two UT rlDpl
shown. In this so-called 'ionizatio~ hole' the plasma denaitJ
drops as low as 2 x 10 2 cm -3 because, unlike the mid-latitude
trough, the only nocturnal maintenance process considered fur
this region was ion production due to resonantly scattered
radiation, as given in Figure 3. In this region the magnetic field
lines are nearly vertical, and hence, neutral wind induced ~
tical ionization drifts are not an effective nocturnal mainteJuua
process.
The 0+ density contours shown in Plate 1 can be compand
with the Atmosphere Explorer (AE) satellite measuremente of
Brinton et al. [1978]. Brinton et al. show the variation of till
minimum and maximum 0+ density at 300 kIn above the hiP
latitude polar region. Although these data correspond to
roughly the same geophysical conditions that were adopted lei'
our calculations, it is not possible to do a detailed compan..
because the data presented are incomplete and because III
account was taken of the UT dependence of the high-latitudl
ionosphere when the data were plotted. Also, from till
theoretical point of view our model is uncertain with regard to
the depth of the main trough because the depth is sensitive to
nocturnal maintenance processes, which are not quantitatiwlJ
well known. Nevertheless, the comparison of our model pred»
tions with the gross features of the AE data produces . useful results. First, both the data and the model predictiolll
display ionospheric features such as the main trough, the poIIr
hole, and the enhanced ionization in the auroral oval. HoweWli
our 0+ densities in the oval are much larger than the mea81l1"l4.
ones, and this probably indicates that our auroral produ~
rates are too large because the plasma convection calcula .
correspond to quiet geomagnetic activity conditions, while till
auroral production rates correspond to moderately active .".
ning sector precipitation. Also, the polar hole is less apparent
our plots and its location is slightly different from thai
measured by the AE satellite. This point will be discussed
more detail in a later subsection. As a final item we note that till
maximum and minimum 0+ density plots display main tr~
that are different in extent and form. Our model predicts a iJf.
variation of the extent and form of the main trough, but it is
clear whether or not the variation presented by Brinton et
[1978] is related to a UT effect because their plots were structed from data gathered at different universal times.

eo..

Fig. 6. Distribution of computed ion density profiles in the
geographic inertial frame for one of the twelve universal time (UT)
periods.
the lowest densities being below 103 cm-3, while the largest
extend up to 106 cm-3. A logarithmic scaling factor of 4 was used to select the contour intervals, which are defined by the color
key in Plate l.
The two contour flots in Plate 1 clearly show a marked UT
variation of the 0
density distribution over the region
poleward of 54° latitude. Both contour plots show the gross
features of a mid-latitude (or main) ionization trough, a ring of
enhanced ionization in the vicinity of the auroral oval, and a
high-latitude ionization hole around local dawn. However, the
detailed characteristics of these features differ for the two UT
time ranges shown. For example, the depth and extent of the
mid-latitude ionization trough differ considerably. The
1600-1800 UT contour plot shows the deepest part of the trough
(blue color) extending from about 2000-0600 MLT, with only a
very slight trough in the morning and afternoon sectors and no
trough around noon. However the 0400-0600 UT contour plot
shows the deepest part extending from 2300-1000 MLT, but a
distinct trough feature (green color) is also visible at all other
local times.
It is interesting to note that the deepest trough in the duskmidnight sector occurs at an earlier MLT for the 1600-1800 UT
range than for the 0400-0600 UT range even though the
noon/afternoon ionization level is higher for the 1600-1800 UT
range. The low density plasma seen at 2100 MLT in the trough
for the 1600-1800 UT range originated from a noon region, as it
did for the 0400-0600 UT case, but the plasma takes 12 hours to
convect from the noon region to the trough, with the result that
the plasma seen in the trough at 1600-1800 UT is the same
plasma seen at local noon at 0400-0600 UT. Likewise, the
trough plasma seen at 0400-0600 UT is the same plasma seen at
local noon at 1600-1800 UT. However, the depth of the trough is
determined to a large extent by the noontime ionization level.
As a consequence, small noontime electron densities act to produce a deep main trough about 12 hours later, which explains
why a deep trough and a high noontime electron density at a
given UT are not necessarily in conflict.
Another UT effect is clearly evident on the dayside near
local noon. The 1600-1800 UT plot shows high 0+ densities
extending to low latitudes, while the 0400-0600 UT plot shows
high 0+ densities only in the auroral oval. This UT effect results

Simulated Satellite Measurements
An important result to emerge from our study is that
ionospheric processes can be better analyzed in certain
frames. For example, since the terminator is essentially
the time scale of several days in the GEl frame,
to solar radiation should be studied in this frame.
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defined to be in the dusk sector, while positive values correspond to the dawn sector.
As the satellite moves from dusk toward dawn, the
'observed' 0+ density first decreases in the region of the main
trough and then abruptly increases as the satellite enters the
auroral oval. For the 0800 UT orbit the 0+ density remains
enhanced until the satellite leaves the oval on the dawnside. For
the 2000 UT orbit, on the other hand, the satellite leaves the
oval and enters the polar cap, which at this time contains low
0+ densities, with the minimum in the 0+ density occurring
near the location of the polar hole. For this 2000 UT orbit, the
satellite then enters the dawnside of the auroral oval and the 0+
density increases again.
In the GEl frame the two orbits show very different locations for the equatorward edge of the oval, while in the MLT
frame the equatorward edge of the oval appears at approximately the same location for the two orbits. Also, in the GEl
frame the variation of the 0+ density with colatitude in the
afternoon trough is similar for both orbits, while in the MLT
frame this variation is different for the two orbits. These results
demonstrate the importance of displaying and analyzing data in

the auroral oval and the convection electric field are

S1D~ to magnetospheric effects, they should be studied in the

re1~T frame. However, because of the competition between the
Pd .ous high-lat itude processes, neither the GEl nor the MLT
van e is completely satisfying. Also, the UT dependence of the

~latitude ionosphere introduces a further complication with
~ to the interpretation of either ground-based or satellite
rneasuremen ts.
To determine exactly what is observed in a given reference
fraJIle we simulated a 300-km circular satellite orbit that
tr ve;ses the polar region in the dawn-dusk plane, and we plot~ the 0 + densities that would be observed along the satellite
track in bot h the GEl and MLT frames. The results are shown
in Figure 7, with the left panels corresponding to the GEl frame
and the right panels to the MLT frame. The top panel of each
column shows two simulated satellite trajectories a half day
apart (0800 and 2000 UT), as viewed in the GEl and MLT
frames. The 0 + densities that would be observed along these
satellite tracks are shown in the middle panels, while the bottom
panels show the 0+ densities that would be observed along a
series of orbital tracks. In these panels, negative colatitude is
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Fig. 7. Simulated satellite crossings of the northern polar cap in the dawn-dusk plane at 300 km. The top panels
show two representative crossings 12 hours apart in both (left panel) the geographic inertial frame and (right
panel) the magnetic quasi-inertial frame. The center panels display the 0+ density along the satellite track for
these crossings in both (left panel) the geographic inertial frame and (right panel) the magnetic quasi-inertial
frame. The bottom panels display the 0+ density along the satellite track for one full day. A number of features
are identified by capital letters and are discussed in the text.
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the reference frame of the dominant or controlling process. In
the main trough the densities vary systematically in the GEl
frame, while in the auroral oval they vary systematically in the
ML T frame. A region like the polar cap is more complex, since
even if particle precipitation is not important, the coupling of
magnetospheric convection and solar radiation processes makes
it difficult to find a unique reference frame for data presentation.
The bottom panels in Figure 7 show the confusion that
could arise from accumulating and displaying data from a whole
days worth of satellite crossings of the polar region. Each symbol in these panels represents data from a particular satellite
crossing. As with real satellite data, the interpretation of the
results is not always straightforward. However, with the
knowledge of what our model predicts it is possible to identify
some of the key ionospheric features in these two panels.
Region A in the GEl frame shows how the trough densities
vary smoothly with colatitude, while in the MLT frame this
region is rather variable. In the GEl frame, region B shows a
higher density band parallel to region A, which corresponds to
plasma field tubes that have entered the oval, enhanced their
densities, left the oval in the polar region, and then proceeded to
convect toward dusk. This band is not clearly seen in the MLT
reference frame. Feature E in the MLT frame represents the
equatorward edge of the oval; there is no single corresponding
feature in the GEl frame. The low densities in the polar hole are
feature D, while the morning sector trough characteristics are
feature C. The morning sector auroral oval is indicated in the
MLT frame as feature F. This feature in particular shows the
effect of the high auroral production rates that were used in our
model.
Ion Composition
As the ionospheric plasma convects through the different
regions of the high-latitude ionosphere, it is subjected to a
myriad of dynamical and chemical processes. The competition
between these different processes produces a wide range of ion
compositions in the polar F region at different locations and
times. Four examples are shown in Figure 8, where we present
altitude profiles of the various ionospheric ions for selected locations and times. Panels A and B are for the same MLT location,
near the polar hole of Plate 1, but at different UT's (2400 and
0500, respectively). In both examples the peak electron density
is considerably below 300 km. For panel A the peak electron
density is at about 200 km and is composed of almost equal
amounts of NO+, O 2+, and 0+, while for panel B the peak is
located at 170 km and is essentially all NO+. The densities in
panel C are from the polar cap at local midnight near the
poleward edge of the auroral oval at a UT of 2100. In this case
the F peak is an 0+ peak and is located at about 240 km;
however, at higher altitudes the N+ density becomes comparable to the 0+ density. This plasma has convected across the
polar cap from the dayside oval in about 1/3 of a day. In contrast, panel D is from inside the oval at local midnight and 0600
UT. Here the effect of auroral particle production is highlighted.
The dominant F region ion is 0+ and the peak is at 240 km; .
however, at low altitudes the auroral production of the
molecular ions is evident in the form of enhanced molecular ion
densities.
An alternative view of ion composition variations is shown
in Figure 9. In this figure, densities at 300 km have been plotted
along the test trajectory shown in Figure 2. The trajectory was
started at local noon with the terminator located as shown in
Figure 2. In the course of convecting around the trajectory the
plasma entered the auroral oval, remained in it a certain time,
and then left it at about local magnetic midnight. In Figure 9
the location around the trajectory is shown as a step number
beginning at noon, each step corresponds to 80 km. The same
trajectory was followed twice, once with (dashed curves) and
once without (solid curves) allowance for auroral particle pro-

duction. Also shown in the figure is the extent of the
oval.
a
When the plasma entered the oval, the ion densities .
cases increased. The reason for the increase in the
auroral production is that the convection direction rever': lID
the plasm~ moved into sunlight again (see Figure 2, 18
After leavmg the oval, 0+, which was the dOminant ion'~
cases, had a significantly higher density in the case of Ill ....
precipitation. A direct consequence of the enhanced 0+ and
tron densities was that the loss rate for the minor molecular
was ~creased. After the plasma left the ~egion of Particle
ductlOn, the auroral source of molecular lOns disapJ)eared, ~
the loss rate remained high. Consequently, the minor moIeeaJ.r
ions, whose time constant for recombination was fast in-.
parison with 0+, decayed rapidly, and their densities feU below
those found at these locations for the case of no earlier alUalll
particle production. The composition observed in the I'eIIIIl
beyond the oval is directly related to the earlier history of tile
plasma as it convected around the polar region.

ca:

The Main Trough
Earlier we noted that a low-density region exists j1llt
equatorward of the auroral oval (see Plate 1 and Figure 7). In till
evening sector the plasma density in this region was found to
decrease with increasing latitude until the equatorward edge 01
the oval was reached, and then the plasma density increued
abruptly. This feature, which has all the signatures of the 'mala'
or 'mid-latitude' trough, was shown to be UT dependent. 'DIe
trough minimum ranged from 3 x 103 cm- 3 to 105 cm-3 atll
hours MLT. The lower density value of 3 x 103 cm-3
largely the result of our nocturnal maintenance processes. At
UT's the depth of the trough at 0600 MLT reached 103 em-8
which was the lower limit allowed by our nocturnal mainteDala
processes. The lowest trough densities occurred in the mOl'llbrl
sector, and the greatest extent of the trough into the mornbrr
sector occurred when the terminator was at its lowest midniPi
latitude. The total ML T extent of the trough varied with UT:
the extent can range from 1800-0600 MLT or from 1500-1000
MLT, depending on the UT.
A difficulty with modeling the main trough is that then
an uncertainty in how the auroral oval should be positi_
relative to the plasma convection pattern. For the quiet a.
auroral oval that we adopted, the trough in the dusk sectionilia
a region of predominately eastward flow (see Figures 1 and ..
However, if the auroral oval were contracted by 2° of latitudl.
the plasma flow just equatorward of the duskside auroralwould be westward. To determine the extent to which the ~
tainly in the oval position affects our results, we repeated ion density calculations by keeping all of our ionosphericatmospheric parameters the same, except for the contractiOll ai
the auroral oval by 2° of latitude.
The effect of such a contraction is shown in Figure 10, wbIII
contours of the 0+ density at 300 km are plotted in the}W
reference frame. For easy comparison, the left panel reprocbJcll
the results we presented earlier for our quiet time oval, while
right panel shows the effect of the contracted oval; both
are for the same UT. The oval region is bounded by the 2.: x 1
cm- 3 contour, while the trough is bounded by the 4 x 10 ~
contour. For the contracted oval the trough extends ~
cantly further into the afternoon sector, 15.5 hours
instead of 17.5 hours MLT. This highlights a major difficulty
performing detailed modeling of features such as the tro~
that the auroral oval is a region of highly structured precI
tion which is known only statistically. The results shO~
Figure 10 indicate that statistically allowable variations 111
oval boundary have an important effect on the
extent of the main trough. It is therefore not SUJ'DrlLSlIll8
statistical studies of the location and form of the main
show a great deal of variability.
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Fig. 8. Representative ion density profiles as a function of altitude. These profiles were selected to show the wide
variation in composition that is possible depending on location and universal time. The locations and universal
times are (a) the polar hole at 24 UT, (b) the polar hole at 5 UT, (c) in the polar cap adjacent to the oval at local midnight and 12 UT, and (d) in the oval at local midnight and 6 UT.

..!!! Polar Hole
As had been shown in Plate 1, our model calculations pro-

duce a 'polar hole' in F region ionization similar to the one
~ed by Brinton et al. [1978]. Although a detailed comPIrison between theoretical predictions and observations of
PGlar hole characteristics was not possible. we did note that our
ealCUlated polar hole appeared to be smaller and in a slightly dif~t position from the one measured by Brinton et al. [1978].
o a large extent the location and size of our polar hole was
deternuned by our auroral oval production rates. However, as
"as noted earlier. our adopted auroral oval production rates
~ to be too large. particularly in the morning sector of the

aI.

tion In order to determine the extent to which auroral produc~ates influence the size and location of the polar hole. we

the ted. the calculations that led to Plate I. except that we set
.\l prodUction rates in the morning sector of the oval to zero.
flUthOugh this procedure leads to an underestimation of the
act that auroral precipitation has on the location and size of

the polar hole. it does provide a contrasting case. In this regard
we note that at present there are no models of the gross particle
precipitation patterns for the morning sector oval. and
therefore. until they become available. accurate detailed modeling of the polar hole characteristics is not possible.
Plate 2 shows the 0+ density contours at 300 km for the
case of no auroral production in the morning sector of the oval.
The comparison of Plates 1 and 2 indicate that our auroral production rates had a significant effect on the size and location of
the polar hole. Without morning sector auroral production. the
polar hole is considerably larger and it has moved toward midnight into the region adjacent to the oval. This new location of
the polar hole corresponds very well with that measured by
Brinton et al. [1978].
With regard to the depth of the polar hole. our model
calculations produced 0+ densities as low as 2 x 102 cm- 3• but
there was also a significant UT variation. This UT variation can
be clearly seen by comparing the two UT plots shown in Plate 2.
Not only is there a significant variation in the size and location
of the polar hole. but at 0600 UT a region of low 0+ density
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extends into the noon sector. This feature is only just discernable on the 1800 UT plot; the more prominent feature on the latter plot being the 'tongue of ionization' that extends across the
polar cap.
Finally, we note that in the polar hole the peak electron density is well below 300 km, and at 300 km, vertical diffusion is a
very important process for both 0+ and NO+. Contrary to the
suggestion based on an analysis of AE-C satellite data obtained
in the polar hole that the concentration of NO+ ions is chemically controlled (Torr and Torr, 1979), we find diffusion to be the
dominant process at 300 km.
18

4. Summary
We combined a simple plasma convection model with an
ionospheric-atmospheric density model in order to study the
high-latitude winter F region at solar minimum for low
magnetic activity. The plasma convection model includes the
offset between the geographic and geomagnetic poles, the
tendency of plasma to corotate about the geographic pole, and a
dawn/dusk magnetospheric electric field mapped to a circular
region in the ionosphere about a center offset by 5° in the antisunward direction from the magnetic pole. The radius of the circle corresponds to 17° of latitude and the electric potentials are
aligned parallel to the noon/midnight meridian within the circular region. Equatorward of the circle the potential diminishes
radially and varies inversely as the fourth power of sine
magnetic colatitude.
The details of our time dependent ionospheric-atmospheric
density model, including ion chemistry and transport equations,
are given by Schunk and Raitt [1980]. In a model calculation a
field tube of plasma is followed as it moves along a convection
trajectory through a corotating neutral atmosphere. Altitude
profiles of the ion densities are obtained by solving the appropriate continuity, momentum, and energy equations, including
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Fig. 10. 0+ density contours at 300 km in the magnetic
inertial frame for our (left panel) quiet time auroral oval
(right panel) a poleward displacement of this oval by 2°.
portion of the high-latitude ionosphere is shown in
emphasize the effect of the oval location on the 101ltgit;udl.
extent of the main trough.
numerous high-latitude processes. The result of following
field tubes of plasma is a time dependent, thlree-dilmensiOlUli II
density distribution for each of the ions NO+, O2+, N2+, 0+,
and He+. The high-latitude ionosphere above 54°N
latitude and at altitudes between 160 and 800 km was
for one complete day.
From our study we found the following:
1. High-latitude ionospheric features, such as the
trough, the ionization hole, the tongue of ionization. the
rally produced ionization peaks, and the universal time
are a natural consequence of the competition between
various chemical and dynamical processes known to
operating in the high-latitude ionosphere.
2. The high-latitude F layer ionization exhibits a signifi_
UT variation owing to the displacement between
geomagnetic and geographic poles, The peak electron density
a given location and local time can vary by an orda'
magnitude due to this UT effect.
3. Some ionospheric processes can be better analyzed
certain reference frames. For example, processes related to
radiation should be studied in the geographic inertial
while the effects of magnetospheric processes should be
in a magnetic frame. However. because of competition
the various high-latitude processes, neither the geographic
tial frame nor a magnetic frame is completely satisfying.
4. A simulation of an in situ 0+ density me881l1'81along a 30Q-km circular satellite orbit that tra
region in the dawn-dusk plane indicates that the int;lerplreUlliIII!
of satellite data obtained at high-latitudes is not
straightforward because of the UT dependence
ionosphere.
5. Because of the competition between the
dynamical and chemical processes, a wide range of ion
tiona can occur in the polar F region at different locatll[)DIII
times. Also. the height of the F region peak electron
displays a significant spatial and temporal variation.
6. The minimum value for the electron density in the
trough is sensitive to nocturnal maintenance processes.
ion production due to resonantly scattered radiation. ion
duction due to a small flux of precipitating particles.
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tral wind induced upward ionization drift.
JIIU 7. The depth and longitudinal extent of the main trough
esbibit a significant UT dependence.
8. The way the auroral oval is pos~tioned relative to the
convection pattern has an apprecIable effect on the MLT
~of the main trough. For example, if the auroral oval is
tracted by 2° of magnetic latitude while the plasma convecpattern remains fixed, the extent of the main trough can
~ by more than 2 hours of MLT. This highlights a major
difficulty in performing detailed modeling of the main trough in
that the auroral oval is a region of highly structured precipitation that is known only statistically.
9. The spatial extent, depth, and location of the polar
ioDization hole are UT dependent.
_
10. Ion production due to resonantly scattered radiation
can maintain the electron density at 300 km in the polar ionization hole at about 2 x 102 cm- 3, in agreement with the
measurements of Brinton et al. [1978].
11. The level of ion production in the morning sector of the
auroral oval has an appreciable effect on the location and spatial
atent of the polar ionization hole. Unfortunately, the ion production rates in this sector of the auroral oval are not well
known at this time.
12. In the polar ionization hole the F region peak electron
density is below 300 km, and at 300 km, vertical diffusion is a
very important process for both 0+ and NO+. Contrary to the
suggestion based on an analysis of AE-C satellite data obtained
in the polar hole that the concentration of NO+ ions is chemically controlled (Torr and Torr, 1979), we find diffusion to be the
dominant process at 300 km.
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